CRITERIA FOR THE ESTIMATION OF THE EFFICIENCY OF AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS IN FIELD CROP CULTIVATION
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Abstract. The efficiency of tractors and machines applied in agriculture is usually estimated as an integrated value including the indices of their intensive and extensive use. The application intensity of tractors and machines is characterized by their working capacity per unit of time but its extensity - by the length of the consumed time in a season (year). However, in order to obtain more objective estimation data for the used tractor aggregates, their performance should be evaluated by optimal parameters: their working width and their speed. One of the ways how to raise labour efficiently, to cut the fuel consumption and the production costs, as well as to improve the ecological situation is to improve the tractor loading and aggregation patterns. Only those aggregates should be used for soil tillage and other works which ensure its performance with minimum fuel consumption and costs. This can be achieved by aggregates completed with efficient up-to-date tractors and tillage machines that are suitable for local conditions and have optimal parameters. In order to estimate the application intensity of the tractor, its engine loading (fuel consumption per unit of time) should be measured and fixed in the data logger; to estimate its extensity - the length of time consumed for its application should be determined.
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Introduction

In the Latvian agriculture the transition process from the old tractors and machines made in the former Soviet Union (now – the Commonwealth of Independent States, CIS) to new ones coming from the West European countries is going on. The new machinery is more progressive but more complicate and expensive too. This may raise the costs of agricultural production. Therefore measures should be taken for efficient maintenance of the new machine fleet. The data of the previous investigations [2, 9, 12, 17] are now obsolete and useless for the purchase of the new machinery. The purpose of this investigation was to find out criteria for the efficiency estimation of agricultural tractors in field crop cultivation.

Materials and methods

There was a great amount of different methods and normative technical documents used to estimate the efficiency of the farm machines of the previous time [2-6, 8-16]. At present the former normative data are out of date, yet some methods, when revued with a critical eye, may still be useful. The capacity of tractors can be calculated multiplying their draft force and take-off force by their shaft power. The energy requirement for soil tillage and other traction operations (pull technologies) may be determined by the specific static and dynamic resistances [2-6, 8, 18, 19]. These methods are applied to optimise the parameters of the tractor-machine aggregates [2, 6]. This work also deals with some of the contemporary methods and normative data used to choose and calculate the efficiency of the farm machines in other countries [1, 7].

Results and Discussion

A brief review is given of the methods and criteria to assess the efficiency of agricultural tractors, machines and aggregates in field crop cultivation, the basic ones being:

- efficiency characteristics of the tractor and their application;
- energetic characteristics of the machines used;
- the modes of aggregation, optimisation of the parameters of the aggregates;
- indices for the choice and efficient use of tractors, farm machines and aggregates.

Application of more efficient tractors and their rational usage

The specific fuel consumption of correctly aggregated machines performing agricultural operations does not depend on the capacity of the tractor but on its economy, which is determined by
the specific fuel consumption of the engine for the production of a unit of energy \( g_e \) (kWh) and the coefficient of its employment for the useful work \( k_u \) (soil tillage, manure spreading, sowing, transport, etc.) [2].

The last coefficient \( k_u \) characterises which part of the energy produced by the engine is used up in the technological operations. The lower is the specific fuel consumption of the engine and higher the coefficient \( k_u \) of the useful work (for example, the draft coefficient [2, 3]), the more economic may be the work of the tractor. Therefore, in order to save fuel, the tractors with the most economic engines should be used. In addition, to avoid excessive consumption of fuel, due attention should be paid also to a correct setting of the tractor fuel system, its timely control and adequate maintenance.

An important factor in fuel consumption is the engine loading. Fig. 1 presents generalised curves of the diesel engine loads that show the variations in the values of indices characterising the operation of the engine: the total fuel consumption \( G \), the torsional moment (the moment of rotation) \( M \), the number of crankshaft revolutions \( n \) and the specific fuel consumption \( g_e \) depending on the effective power \( N_e \) developed by the engine (also in percentage). It is obvious from the picture that if the engine loading falls, the specific fuel consumption rises, at first, at a slower rate (up to about 80 % loading), but further it increases more and more rapidly.

For instance, at full engine loading of the Belarus tractor the specific fuel consumption is 250 g/kWh, whereas at an 80 % loading it is 260 g/kWh, i.e. by 4 % higher, but at a 50 % loading it is 322 g/kWh, that is, by 29 % higher. The specific fuel consumption changes in a similar way also during the work. For example, in soil tillage, if, working at full loading, the specific fuel consumption in ploughing is 16 kg/ha, then at an 80 % loading it is 16.6 kg/ha, but at a 50 % loading (insufficient gripping, low speed) it is 20.6 kg/ha (by 4.6 kg/ha higher).

This extra fuel consumption raises the cost of ploughing by 2 Ls/ha [2]. Yet that is not all. Running underloaded engine decreases correspondingly the efficiency of the aggregate, increases the time spent on ploughing and, as a result of it, salaries, which makes ploughing still more expensive. A similar picture is observed also with other ways of soil tillage.

$$ g_{ei} = g_{e1} k_{ui}^{-1} $$

where \( g_{ei} \) – the specific fuel consumption by total (100 %) engine loading.

It follows from what was said before that efficient tractors should be used in order to ensure efficient work, and they should be loaded in a proper way by running them at an optimum speed with machines of proper width [6, 8].

It is evident from the graphs (Fig. 1) that the total fuel consumption of the engine per unit of time \( G_i \) is function of the engine loading coefficient:

$$ G_i = f k_{ui}. $$

Further, it follows from this correlation that the ratio of the engine loading \( k_{ui} \) may be determined by measuring the fuel consumption \( G_i \) in a corresponding moment of time and the data saved in the data logger, and their interpretation using an appropriate computer programme.

The next important characteristic of tractors is the productivity of its work. It can be characterised by specific working efficiency \( w \) determined as an amount of the performed work \( W \) related to a unit of power.

$$ w = WN_e^{-1}. $$

The power \( N_e \) of contemporary tractors is generally used for driving the machines with both active and passive working parts:

$$ N_e = N_a \eta_a^{-1} + N_p \eta_p^{-1}, $$

where \( N_a \) and \( N_p \) – the power, correspondingly, for driving the machines with active and passive working parts; \( \eta_a \) and \( \eta_p \) – coefficients of the power transmissions efficiency.
The power for driving machines is a function of resistance $R$ and the working speed $v$:

$$N_a = f(R_a, v), \quad (5)$$
$$N_p = f(R_p, v). \quad (6)$$

But there are occasions when a part of the engine power may be used for devices, which require a determined driving power irrespective of the working speed of the tractor (for example, the power needed for driving a ventilator, or blowhole). Then there remains less power for driving the machines.

If the tractor is used, for example, only for soil tillage with machines having passive working parts (ploughs, cultivators, etc.), the draft power $N_v$ depends on draft coefficient $\eta_v$ of the tractor, which is not a constant value, but depends on the working speed $[2, 6, 18]$:

$$N_v = N_e \eta_v = \eta_{v_{\text{max}}} e^{-c(v_0 - v)^2}, \quad (7)$$

where $e = 2.718$ (the basis of the natural logarithm);
$v$ – the working speed of the aggregate;
$v_0$ – the speed corresponding to the maximum draft capacity, (i.e., the speed corresponding to $\eta_{v_{\text{max}}}$);
$c$ – a coefficient that depends on the physical and mechanical properties of soil and working capacity (gripping with soil, resistance to movement) of the tractor undercarriage (wheels, caterpillar track);
$\eta_{v_{\text{max}}}$ – maximum draft coefficient of the tractor.

The tractor has the maximal draft power $N_{v_{\text{max}}}$ at a speed, which ensures maximum draft coefficient.

The values of $N_{v_{\text{max}}}, c, v_0$ and $\eta_{v_{\text{max}}}$ were determined by testing.
Energetic characteristics of the machines used

The efficiency of tractors depends, to a great extent, on the energetic characteristics of the machines used with this tractor.

The amount of energy consumed for soil tillage with the machines having passive operating parts depends on their specific draft resistance [5]:

\[ E_m = K_i = k_1 + \varepsilon v^2, \]  

where \( E_m \) – the specific energy capacity of soil tillage, N m m\(^{-2}\); 
\( K \) – the specific draft resistance of the machine, N m\(^{-1}\); 
\( k_1 \) – a generalised (total) specific static resistance related to a unit of the working width, N m\(^{-1}\); 
\( \varepsilon \) – the dynamic resistance coefficient related to a unit of the working width, N s m\(^{-3}\); 
\( v \) – the working speed of the machine, m s\(^{-1}\).

To carry out comparative energetic estimation of soil tillage machines, the values of their static and dynamic resistance coefficients are compared, as well as the character of their variations. From the energetic point of view, those machines are better for which the values of the resistance indices are lower. For the machines with active working parts in addition to these draft resistance one must determine the resistance moment (torque moment) too.

Modes of aggregation, optimisation the parameters of aggregates

Only such aggregates are to be used that ensure the work with a maximum efficiency and minimum fuel consumption. For example, in soil tillage this can be achieved by aggregates of optimum width working at optimum speed. The pure (net) efficiency of the aggregate \( W \) is determined by the ratio of the draft efficiency \( N_v \) developed by the tractor and the specific efficiency \( N_i \) required to operate the machine (related to the 1 m working width) [2, 5, 18, 19]:

\[ W = B v = v k_n N_i N_i^{-1}, \]  

where \( k_n \) – the loading coefficient of the engine (the use of power) (\( k_n = 0.75-0.95 \)); 
\( B \) – the working width of the aggregate.

The value of the draft power \( N_v \) and of the specific power \( N_i \) required for running the machine varies with the speed of the movement:

\[ N_v = N_v^{max} k_{af} k_n \]  

\[ N_i = 2.73 \cdot 10^{-3} (k_1 v + \varepsilon v^3), \]

where \( N_v^{max} \) – the maximum draft power of the tractor in the stubble under standard conditions, kW; 
\( k_{af} \) – a coefficient that characterises the impact of soil conditions on the maximum draft power of the tractor.

Since the values of the draft power developed by the tractor and the power that is necessary to run the machine vary with the speed, the labour efficiency changes too, as shown in the formula:

\[ W = 366.8 N_v^{max} k_{af} k_n e^{e^2 (v_0 - v)^2} k_n (k_1 v + \varepsilon v^3)^{-1} \text{ [ha h}^{-1}]. \]

By calculating the labour efficiency according to formula (13) at different speeds one can find optimum speed \( v_{opt} \) at which the efficiency of the aggregate is the greatest. In this formula the ratio:

\[ k_n e^{e^2 (v_0 - v)^2} (k_1 v + \varepsilon v^3)^{-1} = w \]

indicates the specific working efficiency \( w \) of the soil tillage aggregate determined as an amount of the performed work related to a unit of the tractor draft power.
Knowing the optimum working speed it is possible to determine from this same relationship (13) the corresponding (optimum) working width of the machine $B_{opt}$ in metres:

$$B_{opt} = 366.8 N_{v_{max}} k_{af} k_n e^{-c(v_n - v_{opt})^2} (k_1 + e_1 v_{opt}^2)^{-1} v_{opt}^{-1} [m].$$ (15)

The specific fuel consumption $Q_0$ for soil tillage (ploughing, cultivation, harrowing, etc.) can be determined by the formula [2-4]:

$$Q_0 = 2.778 \times 10^{-6} \frac{g}{\eta_{v_{max}}^{-1} (k_1 + e_1 v_{opt}^2) e^{c(v_n - v_n)^2}} [kg ha^{-1}].$$ (16)

---

**Fig. 2. Variations of the energetic and economical characteristics of soil tillage aggregates depending on the working speed and width of the machine:**

- $N_e$ – the efficient power of the tractor engine; $N_v$ – the tractor draft power; $N_1$ – specific power required to run the machine (related to 1 m of its working width); $B$ – the working width of the aggregate; $W$ – working efficiency of the aggregate; $E_{Mo}$ – specific energy consumption of the machine (for tilling a unit of area); $E_{Ao}$ – specific energy consumption of the aggregate (for tilling a unit of area); $I$ – soil tillage costs; $v_{min}, v_{max}$ – the working speeds (minimum and maximum) corresponding to agrotechnical requirements; $v_0$ – the speed at which the tractor develops maximum draft power; $v_{opt}$ – the optimum working speed of the aggregate that ensures maximum working efficiency at minimum energy (fuel) consumption ($v_{opt} < v_0$); the economic working speed of the aggregate at which the soil tillage costs are minimal: ($v_e > v_{opt}$); $B_{opt}$ – the optimum working width of the aggregate; $B_e$ – the economic working width of the aggregate; $v_{rek}$ – the range of recommended working speeds for the aggregate; $R_{rek}$ – the range of recommended working widths of the aggregate; $v_1, v_2$ – the range of available working speeds of the tractor.

-- variations of the characteristics of the aggregate at a full loading of the tractor engine;
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-- variations of the characteristics of the aggregate at a partial loading of the tractor engine.
Direct costs $I$ are formed from the sum of labour costs $a$ (salaries for the workers with transfers), expenditure on fuel and lubricants $d$, expenses $R$ on repairs of the tractor and machines and technical maintenance, as well as amortisation deductions $A$ (of the tractor and machines), i.e. deductions for the purchase of new machinery [2, 7]:

$$I = a + d + R + A.$$  (17)

Variations of the energetic and economical characteristics of soil tillage aggregates depending on the working speed and width of the machine are given in Fig. 2.

The optimum speed of contemporary energy-saturated high-speed wheeled tractors during soil tillage that ensures maximum labour efficiency with minimum consumption of fuel and means is $7\text{-}9$ km h$^{-1}$. It is by 25-30 % lower than the speed at which these tractors develop maximum draft power (10-12 km/h) [2, 6].

The economic working speed at which the costs of soil tillage are the lowest is a little greater (10-15 %) than the optimum one. The more expensive the machine and the cheaper the labour and fuel force are, the greater is this speed [2, 6].

Under Latvian conditions the best are mounted (hang-up) aggregates, also multisection wide aggregates during the operation of which it is possible to transfer their extra weight (in order to perform technological operations) to the tractor using the automatic control system of the tractor hydraulic hitch-up device, hydraulic loaders or other analogous means (the support of the frontal part of the machine on the wheels of the tractor) [2, 3, 6, 8].

Indices for the choice and efficient use of tractors, farm machines and aggregates

The efficiency of choosing and using the farm tractors and machines may be defined by several coefficients, such as the coefficient of extensive usage $k_{ex}$, the intensive usage $k_{int}$ and the effective usage $k_{ef}$ [9, 17] and presented by the following expressions:

$$k_{ex} = \frac{T_f}{T_m},$$  (18)

$$k_{int} = \frac{W_f}{W_{opt} \tau},$$  (19)

$$k_{int} = k_{ef} k_{int}.$$  (20)

where $T_f$ and $T_m$ – the actual working time and the maximum available working time;

$W_f$ and $W_{opt}$ – the actual labour productivity and the available productivity by optimal parameters;

$\tau$ – coefficient of the usefulness of time for fulfilling the work.

$$\tau = \frac{T_n}{T_f},$$  (21)

where $T_n$ – the net working time.

Conclusions

As a result of the studies of the references, a series of criteria were found out how to estimate the efficiency agricultural tractors used in the field crop cultivation. These criteria are:

- the specific fuel consumption of the tractor engine;
- the load coefficient of the engine;
- the power of the engine;
- the specific working efficiency;
- coefficients of the power transmission efficiency;
- the draft coefficient of the tractor;
- the energetic characteristics of machines: the coefficients of the static and the dynamic resistances;
- indices of the optimal parameters – the working speed and width of the soil tillage aggregates;
- specific fuel consumption;
- coefficients of extensive, intensive and effective usage of tractors and machines;
- the efficiency coefficient of the time consumed for work;
- the costs of the fulfilled operations.
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